GURPS Traveller

When *Classic Traveller* transitioned to its new edition -- *MegaTraveller* -- the timeline of the *Traveller* universe also advanced: to the Great Break and its aftermath. The Great Break was the beginning of the Rebellion that would ultimately sunder and destroy the Third Imperium. Its many events: the assassination of Emperor Strephon, the division of the empire into competing factions, the rippling consequences expanding out into Charted Space and beyond.

Some players did not want their comfortable pre-Rebellion universe disrupted; they wanted a continuation of the previous story lines in a non-chaotic setting.

In response, *Traveller* designer Marc Miller and Steve Jackson at *Steve Jackson Games* reached a remarkable accommodation: that a new version of *Traveller* would be created using the GURPS Generic Universal Role Playing System and the existing *Traveller* universe background, but with an exciting twist: the assassination of Strephon and all of its ensuing events did not happen; the universe and the timeline in *GURPS Traveller* continues the previous logical progression.

*Steve Jackson Games* brought on board Loren Wiseman, former editor of the *Journal of the Traveller Aid Society* and developer of many *Traveller* titles when he worked at Game Designers' Workshop. Under his guidance, this alternate universe for *Traveller* ultimately acquired his name: it became the LorenVerse. The terms became synonymous: GURPS *Traveller* and the LorenVerse.

**On Two Disks:** The canon of GURPS *Traveller* is presented on TWO disks - *People* and *Ships*. Both have the core material: GURPS Lite, GURPS *Traveller*, and the GURPS *Traveller Screen*. Titles on the other disk are listed at the bottom of this page.

The GURPS Traveller PEOPLE Disk (157.9 MB):

- Guide to GURPS Traveller
- GURPS Core Rules Lite
- GURPS Traveller Classic
- GURPS Traveller Screen
- GURPS Lone Star Room Plan

- GURPS Traveller Classic Humaniti
- GURPS Traveller Classic Alien Races 1
- GURPS Traveller Classic Alien Races 2
- GURPS Traveller Classic Alien Races 3
- GURPS Traveller Classic Alien Races 4

- GURPS Traveller Classic Star Mercs
- GURPS Traveller Classic Ground Forces
- GURPS Traveller Classic Nobles
- GURPS Traveller Classic Heroes 1 - Bounty Hunters
- GURPS Traveller Psionics Institutes
On Disk Two (Starships. 478.4 MB):
Guide to GURPS Traveller (also on this disk)
GURPS Core Rules Lite (also on this disk)
GURPS Traveller Classic (also on this disk)
GURPS Traveller Screen (also on this disk)
GURPS Lone Star Room Plan (also on this disk)
GURPS Traveller Classic Starports
GURPS Traveller Classic Starships
GURPS Traveller Classic Modular Cutter
GURPS Traveller Classic Far Trader
GURPS Traveller Classic First In
Deck Plan 1 Beowulf Hex and Square
Deck Plan 2 Modular Cutter Hex and Square
Deck Plan 3 Marava Hex and Square
Deck Plan 4 Assault Hex and Square
Deck Plan 5 Scout Hex and Square
Deck Plan 6 Dragon Hex and Square
GURPS Traveller Interstellar Wars
GURPS Traveller Interstellar Wars Counter Sheets
GURPS Best of the JTAS Volume 1 (also on this disk)
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